Editorial Manager® +
RightsLink® for Open Access
An End-to-End Open Access Publishing Solution
When long-standing business models meet new Open Access mandates, publishers face new questions about how
to efficiently collect and manage Article Processing Charges (APCs).
CCC and Aries Systems now make it possible for publishers to automate the management and collection of
APCs right from within the Editorial Manager workflow through a deep integration with RightsLink® for Open Access.
This solution delivers high-value services that benefit both authors and publishers including:
• Price estimates at the time of submission
• Pricing and discounts triggered by author and manuscript metadata captured
during the editorial workflow
• Real-time reporting for both authors and publishers
• Dedicated customer service
• Simplified billing and collections

A Seamless Author Workflow
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The author transaction is automated and easy:
1. Author submits manuscript for peer review through Editorial Manager.
2. E ditorial Manager includes links to RightsLink for Open Access, which provides the author with an
APC price estimate prior to manuscript acceptance.
3. 
Once manuscript is accepted, a publication offer with a link to RightsLink is shared with the author
in Editorial Manager.
4. 
RightsLink calculates the final publication charges based on the publisher’s unique business rules taking into
account affiliations, memberships, author’s home country, etc. and presents payment options to the author.
5. 
Once the author completes the transaction in RightsLink, the author automatically returns to
Editorial Manager.
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Editorial Manager® +
RightsLink® for Open Access
A Turnkey, Standards-Based Solution
Our deep integration creates a turnkey APC management solution that reduces your time to market. It is driven by
the exchange of author, manuscript and publisher metadata, leveraging emerging standards such as ORCID, FundRef,
Ringgold and others wherever possible. Take advantage of this partnership today!

Already Using Aries Systems’
Editorial Manager?
Current Editorial Manager publishers can easily
activate RightsLink for Open Access. Simply contact
your Aries or CCC Account Manager to get started.

Learn More Today!
Copyright Clearance Center:
rightsholders@copyright.com
www.copyright.com/openaccess

“

We chose to work with CCC because of
its strong relationships with publishers,
deep knowledge of the changing Open
Access market and dynamic RightsLink
platform.

”

Lyndon Holmes

CEO, ARIES SYSTEMS

Aries Systems:
marketing@edmgr.com
www.editorialmanager.com
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